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Run 194315
Event 169820429



Barrel transverse energy deposits
3

electron

jet

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
4

nothing of any significance in EE

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
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Energy=371.4 Et=302.67 Time=0.0709122 
eta,phi=-0.661768,1.61543

ieta,iphi=-38,103 
swiss cross=0.841711 laser correction=1.07647

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=197 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=198 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=199 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=430 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=3974 gainid=2
sample=6 adc=1204 gainid=3
sample=7 adc=1094 gainid=3
sample=8 adc=882 gainid=3
sample=9 adc=686 gainid=3
sample=10 adc=532 gainid=3

good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous



Run 200091
Event 656063159



Barrel transverse energy deposits
8

electron jet

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
9

nothing of any significance in EE

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
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good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous

Energy=196.641 Et=187.44 Time=-0.172357
eta,phi=0.312068,2.08589 

ieta,iphi=18,130
swiss cross=0.83243 laser correction=1.08289

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=187 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=187 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=188 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=245 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=3634 gainid=1
sample=6 adc=2570 gainid=2
sample=7 adc=2318 gainid=2
sample=8 adc=1823 gainid=2
sample=9 adc=1355 gainid=2
sample=10 adc=985 gainid=2



Run 201707
Event 527168766



Barrel transverse energy deposits
13

electron

jet

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
14

nothing of any significance in EE
some (v.low amplitude noise in EE-)

full readout of region at edge of EE+, close to jet in EB+

low energy noise

full readout of region 
around EB jet

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
16

good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous

 Energy=71.8936 Et=65.036 Time=-0.0911802
eta,phi=-0.455281,0.654508 

ieta,iphi=-26,48
swiss cross=0.376248 laser correction=1.07191

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=207 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=207 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=209 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=250 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=1499 gainid=1
sample=6 adc=1834 gainid=1
sample=7 adc=1645 gainid=1
sample=8 adc=1304 gainid=1
sample=9 adc=987 gainid=1
sample=10 adc=739 gainid=1



Run 204577
Event 665807181



Barrel transverse energy deposits
18

electron

jet

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
19

nothing of any significance in EE
some v.low amplitude noise in EE+/- 

low energy noise

low energy noise

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
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good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous

Energy=120.209 Et=120.154 Time=0.723743 
eta,phi=0.0302909,-0.35768

ieta,iphi=2,350
swiss cross=0.720456 laser correction=1.01675

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=199 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=197 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=197 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=217 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=2255 gainid=1
sample=6 adc=3007 gainid=1
sample=7 adc=2732 gainid=1
sample=8 adc=2147 gainid=1
sample=9 adc=1584 gainid=1
sample=10 adc=1143 gainid=1



Run 206466
Event 107932321



Barrel transverse energy deposits
23

electron

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
24

extended jet in EE

jet

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK 
some extension of shower along phi

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
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good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous

Energy=94.4628 Et=60.7655 Time=-0.229733
eta,phi=-1.00969,0.809735

ieta,iphi=-58,57
swiss cross=0.406015 laser correction=1.06884

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=204 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=203 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=203 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=232 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=1867 gainid=1
sample=6 adc=2369 gainid=1
sample=7 adc=2134 gainid=1
sample=8 adc=1679 gainid=1
sample=9 adc=1252 gainid=1
sample=10 adc=917 gainid=1



Run 206866
Event 154579336



Barrel transverse energy deposits
28

electron

jet fragment

low energy noise

masked towers in grey



Endcap transverse energy deposits
29

extended jet in EE and EB+

jet

masked towers in grey



Electron zoom: ET and timing
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Shower shape and rechit timing OK 
some extension of shower along phi

time plotted for rechits with ET>2 GeV only



Electron seed rechit details
31

good in-time pulse, nothing anomalous

Energy=66.0364 Et=36.9121 Time=-0.268924
eta,phi=-1.18554,-2.87087

ieta,iphi=-68,206 
swiss cross=0.328491 laser correction=1.09419

DIGI pulse shape: 
sample=1 adc=204 gainid=1
sample=2 adc=202 gainid=1
sample=3 adc=203 gainid=1
sample=4 adc=222 gainid=1
sample=5 adc=1478 gainid=1
sample=6 adc=1892 gainid=1
sample=7 adc=1718 gainid=1
sample=8 adc=1365 gainid=1
sample=9 adc=1030 gainid=1
sample=10 adc=768 gainid=1



Conclusion
• No obvious issues seen from the ECAL side

• All electrons are “good”
- isolated with reasonable shower shapes

- RecHit properties are as expected:
- in-time signals

- good pulse shapes

- no anomalous signals
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